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      The book is co-authored by Christine Abbott and Paul Taylor, both of whom have extensive knowledge and experience of working with action learning sets and their passion for this approach to learning is evident throughout the book...Overall, there is much to be gained from the ideas within this book and there are some interesting ideas about how social workers can be active within their own learning and problem solving activities within the context of an action learning set.



  
          Anne Llewellyn, Principal Lecturer in Learning and Teaching Teeside University, and Postgraduate student, Professional Doctorate in Education




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a really helpful and accessible text which walks the reader through the origins and current application of AL.




  
          Mrs Amanda Murphy




              


    
      



 


 
      Overly complicated writing style and syructure which I felt detracted from the content.




  
          Mrs Kerry Fidler




              


    
      



 


 
      A great introduction and overview for students that want to know more about social work practice and learning as praxis. The book gives insightful examples and case scenarios that can be easily adopted in classroom setting




  
          Ms Irena Loveikaite




              


    
      



 


 
      I became aware of this book following a local visit by its author. Action learning will be a focus within the largest employing organisation in this area. This book makes action learning accessible to my final year students and will prepare them for the tranisition into employment which they will be able to enter as ready to continue personal learning and to contribute to organisational learning




  
          Mr John Sturgeon




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a very good book for post qualifying practitioners who are either interested in becoming a practice educator or generally interested in practice learning per se.

Like all of the learning matters books, they are easily accessible and break down thinking / theories that can be understood and put into practice.




  
          Mr Robert Bielby




              


    
      



 


 
      Easy to read and understand, clear interesting chapters, good case studies and relevant reflection points throughout




  
          Mrs elaine Ann Simpson




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a well written book for social work students and practitioners.  the examples are well drawn and helpful links made to the Professional Capabilities Framework.




  
          Dr Bridget Ng&#039;andu




              


    
      



 


 
      The book combines the approaches within reflective practice and emotional intelligence that have become accepted ways of working within social work, with action learning, an emerging approach. The result is a useful pragmatic approach to learning and development of good practice in modern social work.




  
          Mr Dave Mason




              


    
      



 


 
      The book doesn't give the detail I'd hoped for in relation to types of action learning.




  
          Mrs Sue Williams




              


    
      



 


 
      May be useful but not sure if it would be a core text or where it would "fit in"




  
          Ms Karen Hillison




              


    
      



 


 
      Useful for people giving feedback to students in training - so I will incorporate ideas in Introduction to Practice Education 4 day course for supervisors of social work students. This course runs approx 3 times per year with 20 - 25 participants each time.




  
          Ms Fleur Duke




              


    
      



 


 
      Clearly defined and accessible text that is flexible enough to be utilised across a variety of settings, including undergrad, postgrad and leadership and management.




  
          Mr Mick Wilkinson
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    This title is also available on SAGE Knowledge, the ultimate social sciences online library. If your library doesn’t have access, ask your librarian to start a trial.
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